MF
Boot body, bolts to adapter plate
$110 inc GST

ADA
Adapter plate, connects MF to OEM* shank
$33 inc GST

WS
100mm paired row opener, 16mm knife, 35mm underseed tilth
$154 inc GST

WS-80
80mm paired row opener, 18mm knife, 40mm underseed tilth
$165 inc GST

WS-18
100mm paired row opener, 18mm knife, 40mm underseed tilth
$165 inc GST

BD
Single seed row opener, no seed/fert separation
$110 inc GST

* OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer (YOUR tyne)

GROW YOUR ROOTS!
Jason Pfitzner - 0428 734 899
www.rootboot.com.au

Morris C1 & C2
Flexicoil 5700
Case Concord
Horsch Sprinter